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Business-Process-as-a-Service (BPaaS)
Partnering to drive business impact

Accounting and Financial Advisory tailored to your
aspirations for Finance Fitness
We leverage our extensive hands on expertise in accounting and finance processes together tested methodologies and sound project management
approach to provide the right custom built solution to support you achieve peak performance in your finance function. Our fully outsourced solution, which
is managed by Deloitte, can be hosted either on our clients infrastructure or on the Deloitte owned secure infrastructure and accessed via the Web.

Accounting &
Financial Advisory

Accounting & Financial Advisory Support

Fitness Assessment

Account reconciliation

Accounting remediation

Audit readiness

Financial Statements
compilation

Fixed asset management

Technical accounting
advisory

Month end fast close

• Conduct a Finance Health Check and
benchmark against best practice
• Recommendations for improvement
• Implementation plan
• Access to experts with required skills to
implement

We asses the current status then develop
and implement a plan to assist clients achieve
audit readiness

Interim financial resources

A solution-orientated approach and the
best resources are provided, to help relieve the
pressure.

Deliver up-to-date balance sheet account
reconciliations to ensure information is accurate,
complete and consistent in all locations. Improving
internal controls and processes that govern the
reconciliation process.

Independent compilation of annual financial
statements.

Assisting clients to implement accounting
standards and disclosures.

Implementation of an action plan to
address reporting processing and controlled
deficiencies within the finance function.

Efficient and disciplined fixed asset
management processes; asset and lease
register reviews.

Streamline the month end close process
to better meet their business needs that
results in improved timelines, streamlined
processes and better use of technology.

Finance Processes Outsourcing
End-to-end financial outsourcing
Our end-to-end financial outsourcing is based on a flexible service delivery model, from capturing invoices to preparing annual financial statements.

If you are looking for tailored accounting &
financial advisory solutions to enhance your
company then consider Deloitte Accounting
& Financial Advisory.

Financial management co-ordination
Our centrally-directed global compliance approach is designed to provide a seamless service offering across multiple jurisdictions. This does not only satisfy the need for high-quality outsourcing
services, but at the same time, provide greater visibility on local country compliance.
Financial process outsourcing
Our extensive experience of Finance and Accounting processes and various ERP system knowledge, enable us to be flexible and agile in providing outsource support in specific financial processes.
Project Financial Management Services
Our extensive experience of Finance and Accounting processes and various ERP system knowledge, enable us to be flexible and agile in providing outsource support in specific financial processes.
Fixed Asset Management
We offer a strategic set of services that enables the optimal usage of assets. Our service spans the entire asset life cycle with an emphasis on unlocking value through a strategic focus on fixed asset
management. Our key differentiator is the utilisation of technology as an enabler to enhance the performance of assets and service delivery of asset management service providers.

